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Thank you for coming, my liege. After the gods’ message last night, 
the civilian authorities have decided that it would be best that we 
hand control over to a Legacy Bearer such as yourself. 
You look surprised! Who better to lead us through the Age of 
Kingdoms than someone with the magic of the very gods we seek 
to please?
We’ve only a short number of Seasons to earn the Favor of the gods 
to ensure our place in the world that is yet to come. 
In normal times I would never speak so lightly about the Young 
Gods, but now is not the time to choose between them! 
Favor is favor, and all that matters is that the one with the most 
Favor wins.
Truly, the Young Gods are merciful, giving us this final chance to 
prove our worth before the end! Acts in favor of any of the Young 
Gods will do! Madruk shall smile upon our acts of war, Sadreen 
blesses our peaceful efforts, and even Arliman grants favor for 
those who betray. But only one Kingdom will be saved, and we 
best make sure it is ours!
Ah, of course. You wish to know who I am. I am but a humble 
servant here to assist you in your leadership of our great Kingdom! 
While you may be used to battle, danger, and other such heroics, 
controlling a Kingdom has many moving parts, and you cannot do 
it alone! But listen to me, prattling on. You must be weary from 
your journey. Please rest while we prepare you a proper space from 
which to rule your Kingdom!

Every game of Age of Kingdoms takes place over a 
number of Seasons decided on by the players at the 
beginning of the game. While the recommended number 
of Seasons in a standard game of Age of Kingdoms is 15, 
players may choose to play a quicker game that lasts only 
10 seasons or play over a longer timeline of 20 Seasons. 
Since gameplay stops and scores are tallied immediately 
after the last Season, the number of Seasons in a game 
must be chosen before gameplay begins. 

A Note on the Manual

The left side of this manual contains an “in-world” explanation 
of how Age of Kingdoms is played. It gives an overview of how 
the systems of Age of Kingdoms work and what its mechanics 
represent. Text that is a different color has a specific box on the 
right hand side of the manual that corresponds with that color.

Any text presented in a box like this will contain reference 
material and specific mechanics on how to play Age of 
Kingdoms. The right side of the manual can always be 
used when a specific rule has to be referenced and even 
players already familiar with the game will find the 
commentary very useful.

Favor

After the last Season is played, the players’ Favor is tallied. 
The player with the most Favor wins. If there is a tie, the gods 
smile upon no Kingdom, and all of the players lose. 
Listed below are the methods by which a player can earn 
Favor and how much Favor is earned for each method.
Some Favor is granted during gameplay, and each player also 
gains additional Favor at the end of the game.

During Gameplay

Completing Trade Agreements: 3
Being in a Military Alliance with the winning side of a War!: 3 
Betraying a Trade Agreement or Military Alliance: 1 
Killing Kreesh: 1 for every Mana contributed or damage dealt
War! Victory (Sacking your enemy’s Kingdom): 8
War! Expiration (Defender): 3

End Game Awards
Territories Held: 2 Each
Kingdom Tile Upgrades Purchased: 1 Each



Must I do everything around here? Look at this place...nothing is set up the way it should be. Let’s see, where to begin?
Obviously, we need the map of Laruna right here in the center of the table. While we’re at it, we’ll mark this off as the first Season of 
the Age of Kingdoms.
Now, let’s prepare all of our information on the different territories of Laruna.
Here are the resources those territories will yield. 
Here are the units available for hire in those territories.
Finally, these are the Agendas our Leader can enact once the territory is under our control.
We have plenty of counters to represent the different resources available, so what else?
Of course! The different Islands that can be explored and the Dimensions that can be discovered.
We’ll put all the news of any World Events that may be going on here. 
Now that that’s settled, let’s turn our focus to the other Kingdoms.
I’m sure that we’re not the only Kingdom to have handed leadership over to a Legacy Bearer. By now, our spies should know which 
Kingdoms we must contend with, and who is leading them. 
Now that the Kingdoms and Leaders are properly paired up, let’s sort the rest of this information. 
Every Kingdom has their Kingdom Mat, which will offer a great overview of what’s going on in the Kingdom. We’ll also need these 
Upgrade tiles to keep track of how the Kingdom is growing. I’ll have to be sure to explain all this to our new Leader once they arrive. 
Every Kingdom has their own Agendas that they can enact and special army Units they can command. And, of course, the humble 
Workers of the Kingdom, the very backbone of any Kingdom’s economy.
Finally, every Leader has their own Spells and 1 Virtue that they can use—better make sure all of that is in order as well. I must be sure 
to remember that all Leaders also have a special Trait that I’ve recorded on the green Leader card.
Now, let’s have a final look at the table. Everything looks right to me! And just in time, too…I think I hear the Leader’s footsteps!



Welcome to your Command Room, my liege! Here is where you 
will make the decisions that will bring us to victory! We should 
meet here at the beginning of every season, so you can receive a 
proper report on what’s going on in the world, you can establish 
policy within the Kingdom, and issue any commands needed in 
any War! effort.
In consideration of your valuable time, I have taken the liberty 
of establishing a proper flow of information, so that you can 
receive information and make your decisions the same way every 
season. So as to not overburden you with everything at once, I 
have decided to divide the information you receive in a number 
of Phases.

World Event Phase
The first thing that I shall do is inform you of any worldwide 
events that are taking place. Strange things have been happening 
all around Laruna. Our researchers have determined that every 
5 Seasons, you should expect a new World Event to happen. 
These World Events will impact all of the Kingdoms in some way, 
positively or negatively, and they are mostly out of our control. 
Of course, there are other kinds of World Events such as Trade 
Agreements, Military Agreements and Alliances, and War!. 
Trade Agreements, Military Alliances, and declarations of War! will 
be presented to you during the World Event phase. 
Should you want to enter into one of these agreements yourself, 
you must choose to do so before we do anything else because such 
actions can only be taken during the World Event phase.

World Events

Every 5th Season, starting on the 5th Season, draw a new 
World Event card. The effects of a World Event card are 
always the first thing to happen in every World Event 
phase. After a World Event card isresolved, the players 
can initiate any of the 3 Player Event cards in turn order. 
The 3 Player Event cards are:

Entering a Trade Agreement

In order to enter a Trade Agreement, both sides must 
have already established a trade route.
-Once a Trade Agreement is established, place the Trade 
Agreement card face up where everyone can see it and 
have each party to the Agreement place a Kingdom Token 
on the card.
-Every time a trade is made between the 2 parties of the 
Trade Agreement, place a token on this card.
-Once there are 3 tokens on the card, the card is taken 
out of play and both sides of the Agreement gain 3 Favor.
-At any time, one of the parties to the Trade Agreement 
may choose to Betray the agreement, immediately putting 
the card out of play. A player who Betrays an agreement 
gains 1 Favor.

Declaring War!

War! can only be declared as long as there is a War! card 
available to be played. The person who declares War! 
is the Attacker, and the other the offender. Each side 
of the War! card must place a Kingdom token on the 
appropriate side of the card.

Once War! is declared, enemy Units may now enter each 
other’s Kingdom spaces, and either side can be Sacked!
Every phase during which a War! card is active, every 
participant in that War loses 1 Stability per turn.

If the Defender is not Sacked! within 5 seasons, the 
Defender wins the war, the War! card is put out of play, 
and the Defender is awarded 3 Favor. 

Other Kingdoms can only join a war through the use of 
a Military Alliance.

Entering a Military Alliance

-To enter a military alliance, a total of 3 Gold must be 
paid. Who must pay what percentage of the 3 Gold is up 
to the players entering the alliance..
-Once a Military Alliance is agreed to and the cost is 
paid, the new member of the Military Alliance places 
their Kingdom token on the appropriate side of the War! 
card (next to the Kingdom token with which they are 
now aligned)
-Any Kingdom with a token on a War! card may be sacked 
and is subject to all other rules on that card.
-Kingdoms in a Military Alliance with the winner of a 
War! are granted 3 Favor.



Trade Phase

Once a trade route is established, it can be used only 
once per season.
Neutral trade routes allow a player to freely exchange 1 
of their Resources for any other Resource.
Trade Routes between Kingdoms allow players to trade 
Resources among themselves as they see fit. The stated 
value of a Trade Route determines how many Resources 
each side of the route may trade during the Trade phase.

Income

The Kingdom gains all of the resources listed in the top 
row of the Commerce, Agriculture, and Magic columns 
of the workable tiles.
The Kingdom then gains all of the resources listed on any 
tile that has a Worker on it.
If any effect such as the Patrols tiles increases the 
Kingdom’s Stability, it is increased during income.

Kingdom Phase

Once the World Event phase is completed, we’ll handle all business 
that deals with the direct administration of the Kingdom. Yes, good 
eye, my liege, that is what that Kingdom Mat is for.
Before we go into the specifics of what you can do within your 
Kingdom, let me explain the order of events in the Kingdom phase.

Income
First, all of our new resources for the season will be tallied and 
delivered. Most of these resources will be the result of the labor 
of your Workers, whether they are working within your Kingdom 
or in a Territory. This is also the proper time to make any positive 
adjustments to the Kingdom’s Stability.

Upkeep
Once all of the income has been accounted for, you must make the 
proper payments to keep the  Kingdom running. Units you have 
command over will need to be fed and mercenaries paid lest they 
refuse to fight for us any longer. Your civilian population must 
also be fed as well, and the more citizens and Workers we have, 
the more Food this will require. Negative shifts in the Kingdom’s 
Stability will be accounted for here as well.

Kingdom Actions
This is when you give your orders my liege! Tell your councilors 
what Agenda they are to set in motion, work your magic, recruit 
troops or repurpose your Workers. Each of these actions will have 
have costs and will shape our destiny, so choose wisely. 

Map Phase
Once you’ve handled all of your internal Kingdom business, you 
will want to turn your attention to the map of Laruna. During the 
Map phase, we can demonstrate the efforts of your troops. You give 
each unit orders, and we will show it on the map.
I’ll go into more detail about the Map phase later.

Trade Phase
After you’ve finished all of your commands in the Map phase, we 
move on to trade. You must tell us which of your trade routes 
should be active and what resources you wish to gain from that 
route. Of course, this will require negotiations between you and 
the other Kingdoms, but once an agreement is reached, this is 
when it will be enacted.

Upkeep

Make any adjustments to resources if any Spells or 
Agendas that alter the Kingdom’s income or forces them 
to spend resources are in place.
Spend 1 food for each Unit with a Command token and 
the amount of Food listed in the same Upkeep section as 
your Population marker. If the required Food Upkeep for 
Population cannot be paid, Population must immediately 
be reduced by 1. If the cost of a Unit cannot be paid, the 
Kingdom loses 1 Stability and the Unit gains a Revolt 
token. Units without a Command token must have their 
entire Recruit cost paid, or they immediately disband.
Any card in play that has an Hourglass token has 1 of 
those tokens removed. If a card in play no longer has any 
Hourglass tokens, it is removed from play. 

Kingdom Actions

During their turn, players can do any or all of the following:

Play 1 Agenda card or Pay 1 Gold to draw 1 new Agenda card
Play 1 Spell card or Pay 1 Magic to draw 1 new Spell card
Move any or all of their workers to new tiles, losing 1 Stability 
to do so
Pay the recruitment cost to recruit a new Worker
Pay 3 Food to increase Population by 1
Pay the cost to establish a Trade Route.
Pay the cost to upgrade a Kingdom tile

After a player takes their turn in the Kingdom phase, all 
Resources that can not fit in the Kingdom’s Treasury are 
immediately lost. 
The Treasury can hold 5 of each resource, unless it 
is upgraded.



Now that we’ve gone over the different phases in a turn, let us focus on the business of leading the Kingdom! Allow me to draw your 
attention to what I like to call the Kingdom Mat!
This Kingdom Mat will serve as your overview of the Kingdom’s current status and will allow you to quickly and easily make your 
leadership decisions.
A quick overview of the Kingdom Mat:
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These are the Kingdom’s workable tiles. These tiles represent all of the ways you can utilize the Workers of our Kingdom to 
gain Resources. The top row shows the Resources you automatically have access to every Season, while all of the other tiles 
must be worked to reap their benefits.q
This is the Kingdom’s Stability. It shows how secure your Kingdom is, and Stability greatly affects your workforce. High Stability 
offers access to more workable tiles, with lower Stability limiting our access to more advanced tiles. Continuously shifting 
Workers around, being at War!, and the efforts of other Kingdoms can all have negative effects on the Kingdom’s Stability.w
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This is a measurement of the population growth of the Kingdom. The more your population grows, the more Workers you will 
be able to assign to different tiles. Of course, a growing population must be fed, or else it will starve and shrink in size, along 
with any gained workforce.

Here is a list of the special army Units that only your Kingdom can recruit.

These are our potential trade partners, the cost of starting a Trade Route with them, and the maximum number of Resources 
that can be traded on a route.

This is the Kingdom’s Treasury, where we keep all of the Kingdom’s unspent Resources. Be aware that the Treasury can only hold 
so much, and unspent Resources will be lost at the end of a Season. (The Treasury can only hold 5 of each type of Resource, 
unless it is upgraded.)



RESOURCES

While this all may seem basic, please humor me as I explain all of 
the Resources you will be in charge of handling while ruling the 
Kingdom.
First are 3 basic Resources—Food, Gold, and Magic. These 
Resources are gained and spent every Season, and can be 
accumulated in our Treasury.

Food
A Garaith without his weapon still has its claws. Many peasants go 
their whole lives without ever seeing a bert’s worth of gold. But no 
man or woman, in truth, no Kingdom, will survive without food. 
Without proper food stores, your population cannot be sustained or 
grow, your armies won’t fight and ultimately, your Kingdom won’t.

Gold
Not quite as essential, but nearly so, is Gold. The armies of 
Laruna must be properly paid and outfitted before they will fight 
under your banner. Many of the Agendas you will wish to enact 
will require gold to put in to motion. Upgrading the Kingdom’s 
workplaces costs Gold, so the only way to make true economic 
progress is through this Resource.

Magic
I know you are no stranger to Magic. As I understand it, many of 
your spells require it to work. Many of the magical creatures of 
Laruna require Magic to be properly controlled. There are even 
some Agendas that require implementation of the magical efforts 
of the Kingdom.

Below  are some of the more nuanced Resources. They cannot be 
held in the Treasury, and they aren’t always spent or gained like 
other Resources are.

Garrison
Whether it is physical structures like walls and forts or resources 
like guard towers and city guards, Garrison represents the 
Kingdom’s overall defense against Attack. While at War!, the 
damage opposing units try to deal to your Kingdom is prevented 
by your Garrison. It is only once an enemy’s combined Damage 
exceeds our Kingdom’s Garrison that true Damage can be done. 
Think of Garrison as the Armor of your Domain. So long as the 
Garrison is high enough, no Damage can be dealt to the Kingdom.

Command
Resources are not enough to maintain a standing army. Troops 
must be willing to fight for you my liege! If they do not believe in 
your ability to win the gods’ favor, they will demand outrageous 
amounts of resources to follow your orders. The better Command 
you have, the more troops will fight for our banner. 

Favor
Finally, the most important resource of them all. Favor. Without 
the Favor of the gods, all of our efforts are for naught. Once 
earned, Favor can never be stolen, and when the time comes, 
only the Kingdom with the most Favor will find its way out of the 
Age of Kingdoms and into the new age to come.

Whenever a Unit is recruited, a 
Command token is placed on that Unit 
(if a Command token is available.)
So long as a Unit is under your Command, 
all they require to fight for you is 1 Food 
per season. Units without a Command 
token must have their full recruitment 
cost paid every season.



Workers and Income
Thank you for indulging me in the economics lesson. Now, let’s talk 
about all of the ways you can leverage our workforce.
You do not need to worry about the specific makeup of your 
workforce. Leave such details to me. Instead, we shall use simple 
figurines to represent the efforts of your citizenry. 
Of course, there is a certain amount of Resources that the Kingdom 
will always be able to generate, even without your direction. 
But when you want your workforce to handle a specific task, just 
place a figurine on the appropriate space on the Kingdom Mat, and 
I shall put your desires into action, and we will reap the benefits 
during the next Income phase.
There are 6 different categories on which you can focus your 
Citizens:
The first category, Commerce, includes all of the tiles that deal 
with the city’s income. The Gold Mines produce Gold, the Markets 
allow us to create more Trade Routes, and the Banks grant us a 
larger Treasury and give a bonus when trading.
The second category, Agriculture, is all about food. Farms, 
Granaries, and Irrigated Fields all produce differing amounts of 
food.
The third category, Magic, does exactly what its name suggests. 
The Mana pools allow you to gain more Magic. The Libraries allow 
you to cycle through your spells faster, and the Rituals allow you 
to cast more spells simultaneously.
Defenses, the fourth category, focuses on keeping the Kingdom 
safe. Patrols grow the Kingdom’s Stability and allow you to 
purchase Population Growth. Forts increase the Garrison value 
of the Kingdom, and guard towers deal damage to enemy units 
within your Domain.
The army category helps outfit our Units. The Armorer allows you 
to grant additional Defense to Units in our domain. The War Room 
allows for great command, allowing us to field more Units. And 
similar to the Armorer, the Smithy outfits Units in our Domain with 
better weapons, giving them higher Attack values.
The final category is Religion—a must in these final days. The 
healers at the Infirmary can remove wounds from the Units in 
our Domain. The Sanctuary helps prevent the loss of Stability 
from War! and outside attacks. And finally, the Temple allows the 
citizenry to plead their case directly to the gods, granting us Favor 
whenever it is worked.
You can rest assured that when you set our citizens to a specific 
task, they perform it as efficiently as possible. Adding additional 
citizens to a task will have no additional effect. 
Remember that these options require concerted effort, so we 
can only receive the benefits of tiles where you’ve assigned our 
Workers.
Of course, you can shift the Kingdom’s priorities and make our 
Workers handle new tasks. But be careful, for such shifts in the 
Kingdom’s priorities decrease the Kingdom’s Stability.
As much as we would like it to be otherwise, the citizenry of this 
Kingdom can only do so much, and it is up to you to prioritize 
their efforts.
You will notice that I made a note of Stability levels next to 
each row of tiles. Certain tasks can only be accomplished when 
the Kingdom is stable enough to properly execute them. When 
our Kingdom is unstable, our Workers will not have the proper 
materials, time, or training to perform more advanced tasks. 

Upgrading Tiles
Placing more Workers into a category isn’t the only way to increase 
the amount of a specific Resources you will receive. You can also 
decide to spend the Kingdom’s Gold to improve the Kingdom’s 
facilities, equipment, and technology. Doing so allows the same 
number of Workers to yield greater rewards for their efforts!

Workers

Each Kingdom comes with 7 small wooden Worker 
figures. At the beginning of the game, each Kingdom has 
access to 3 of those Workers, with additional Workers 
being gained through increasing Population. The first 3 
Workers are placed on the tiles of your choice during 
Setup, and remain there until you choose to move them.

Automatic Income

The top row of Kingdom tiles do not need to be worked. 
Every Income Phase, you automatically receive the 
number of Gold, Food, and Magic displayed in the top 
row. The top row also displays your default Garrison and 
Command values. Remember, Garrison and Command 
are not gained and held like other Resources, but are a 
static value.
The final tile in the top row, Starting Favor, grants a 
Kingdom a certain amount of Favor at the beginning of 
the game and has no further effect.

Moving Workers

A single tile may only ever have 1 Worker on it at a time. 
A Kingdom only receives the benefits of a tile if a Worker 
was on it during that Season’s Income phase. 
During your Kingdom Actions, you can lower your 
Stability by 1 to move any or all of your Workers to a new tile.
When moving Workers, be sure to plan ahead, as you 
do not receive the benefits of being on a tile until the 
NEXT Income phase.

Stability and Tiles

The Stability symbols next 
to each row of workable 
tiles on the Kingdom 
Mat show the minimum 
amount of Stability needed 
to work that tile.

Upgrading Tiles

The cost to upgrade a tile is noted on the bottom of the 
tile.. Each tile can be upgraded 2 times. To upgrade a tile, 
spend the necessary amount of Gold and place the Level 
2 tile of the same name on top of the tile you wish to 
upgrade. To upgrade that tile a second time, pay the cost, 
flip the token over, and replace it. Any number of tiles 
can be upgraded in a turn as long as the cost can be paid. 
If a Worker is on a tile when you upgrade the tile, 
immediately place the Worker back on the (now 
upgraded) tile. This does not cause a Stability loss.



Agendas
Agendas are special additional orders that you can give to your 
Citizens. Agendas have their own specific cost to enact, but they 
allow your Kingdom to do things it wouldn’t normally be able to do.
Of course, Agendas take time and effort to perform, so there are 
only so many you’ll be able to enact in a Season.

Spells and Virtues
Thank you for the explanation of your spells, my liege. Surely your 
power will tip the scales in our favor! 
Unlike other actions that require us to utilize the entire Kingdom, 
you should be able to cast some of your spells without our direct 
intervention, meaning you can cast them at any time.
And should you have need of assistance with your spellcasting, our 
own mages are at your service! 
Our Libraries and Rituals are capable of helping you cast your 
spells more efficiently.

Recruiting Units
Of course, there’s only so much that can be done from this room! 
While we can manage our Kingdom from here, we’re going to 
need Units to be able to enact our other plans throughout Laruna.
In addition to our Militia, we have 2 special kinds of Units that 
you are able to recruit.
You can also recruit Units from any Territory that we control.
Every Unit you recruit comes at a cost, and remember that we must 
have enough Command to keep them fighting under our banners!

Increasing Population
As we get deeper and deeper into the Age of Kingdoms, you may 
decide that you require a larger workforce.
The only way to grow our workforce is to ensure more families are 
being properly fed and can contribute to our work efforts.
Increasing our Population in this way is important, but remember 
that the larger our Population, the more Food we’ll need to 
distribute when it comes time for Upkeep.

Establishing a Trade Route
If you are able to negotiate a Trade Route with another Kingdom, 
just let me know and we will ensure that the route will run 
smoothly.
Establishing such a route does cost Gold, and we can only put 
so many of our merchants to the task. So there are limits to the 
number of trade routes that can be open at a given time.

A lot to absorb, my liege, I know. Take your time, study our 
Kingdom Mat, the Kingdom Upgrade Tiles, and our Agendas and 
spells. 
Once you’re ready to move on, we’ll dive right into the Map Phase!

Agendas

At any time, you will have 3 Agenda cards in your hand 
waiting to be used. 
Only 1 Agenda card may be played in a Season. 
Once an Agenda card is played, immediately draw a new 
Agenda card and add it to your hand. 
You may also spend 1 Gold to instead draw a new Agenda 
card, replacing 1 of the Agenda cards in your hand with 
the new one you have drawn.

Spells and Virtues

At any time, you will have 2 Spell cards in your hand 
waiting to be used. Only 1 Spell card may be played in a 
Season unless the Ritual tile is being worked. 
Once you have played a Spell card , immediately draw a 
new Spell card and add it to your hand. 
Rather than casting a spell, you may instead spend 1 
Mana to draw a new Spell card, replacing 1 of the Spell 
cards in your hand with the Spell card you have drawn. 
The Libraries tile allows you to draw additional Spells 
when you take this action.
All Spells are marked either Kingdom Phase or Out-of-Turn.
Spells marked Kingdom Phase can only be played during 
your turn in the Kingdom Phase, while Out-of-turn spells 
can be played at any time, including during other players’ 
turns or during the Map phase.
Virtues work in the same way as Spells, except that they 
cost Legacy to use rather than Magic.

Recruiting Units

To recruit a Unit, pay its Recruitment Cost, which is listed 
in the upper left-hand corner of its card, and place its 
corresponding miniature on the Kingdom or Territory 
space on the Laruna map where that Unit originated. 
If you have an available Command token, place that 
Token on the Unit’s card.
Note that you can only recruit Units that have an available 
card and miniature not already on the Laruna map.

Increasing Population

To increase your Kingdom’s Population, pay 3 Food to 
move the Population marker 1 space to the right.
This can only be done once per turn, unless a Worker is 
on the Patrols tile.

Trade Routes

Each Kingdom Mat lists all of its possible Trade Routes. 
To establish a Trade Route between 2 Kingdoms, both 
players controlling the Kingdoms must agree to establish 
the route. Both players then immediately pay the required 
amount of Gold (listed on the mat) and place a cube next 
to the route to show that it has been established.
Once a Trade Route has been established, the Kingdoms 
on either side of the route are Trade Partners.
Either Trade Partner can decide to abandon the route at 
any time at no cost, by removing the cube from that route.



The Map of Laruna
Ah, Laruna. Coast to coast in all its glory. Isn’t it magnificent, my liege? This map will be the main way you will interact with the troops 
you deploy in Laruna.
Just as with the Kingdom Mat, all you need do is move your miniatures on the map and give your commands.
Through our Kingdom’s network of agents and magical communication abilities, you will also be able to receive instantaneous news of 
any battles our units engage in or any other changes within the world of Laruna.
But I am getting ahead of myself. First, here are a few symbols  and markings you should be aware of. 
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Kingdom borders consist of a dotted line and shading that matches the primary color of that Kingdom’s Kingdom Mat. These 
borders are used to denote the 6 Kingdoms of Laruna. Note that you cannot enter another Kingdom’s borders unless they give 
consent or if you declare War! q
Territory borders are solid, dark lines with gray shading. Territory borders denote the 10 Territories of Laruna that can be 
occupied by a Kingdom. You can always enter a Territory’s borders, even if that Territory currently belongs to another Kingdom. 
Of course, they may not take too kindly to our armies marching through their claimed lands. w
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These solid, light brown borders without shading divide Laruna into individual spaces, and are used primarily to measure how 
far across Laruna a unit can move. Units may enter and leave such spaces at any time, although leaving a space with an enemy 
unit can leave us vulnerable to ambush!

This is a Gate marker. With magic, one could contact all manner of dimensions and hopefully find unique ways to advance our 
goals.

Here is a Port marker. From these locations units can commission voyages of exploration. Many islands off the mainland have 
no allegiance. If we are first to reach them, we could establish productive relationships and harvest more Resources.



Units
I have gone through the liberty of putting together information on the Units of Laruna, allowing you to easily assess the capabilities of 
a unit. Just as the Kingdom’s workforce is represented by a single figurine, our Units are represented by a single card and miniature. 
While many Unit Cards are representative of multiple soldiers of a specific type, you do not need to worry about the specifics of a Unit’s 
makeup or individual battle tactics. Instead, you will be handing the overall, strategic elements of managing your Units.
Here is an overview of a Unit card.

4
2 Gladiators

Driven: Gains +1 Attack when possessing any 
wounds.

Against All Odds: [Defense] * 
Gains +2 defense when sharing a location with 
more than one enemy unit.
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Obviously, the first piece of information is the Unit’s name. We can’t have you referring to your units 
as “that one” or “the one over there.”q

Some Units have special techniques or magic that they can use while Attacking or Defending. (Special)

Here I have listed the Cost to Recruit a Unit.
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This is a how far your Unit can move during the Map Phase (measured in spaces.)

This is the combat strength of a unit when it is Attacking another Unit. (Attack)

This is how proficient the unit is at Defending against an Attack.  (Defense)

This is the amount of Damage the Unit deals. (Damage)

This is the amount of Damage the Unit can sustain before they are taken off the map (Health)

If a unit has any sort of unique trait or function, it will be listed here. (Trait)



Now that we’ve gone over how to read the map of Laruna and 
the Unit cards, let me explain all of the orders that you can give 
to your Units.
Of course, Units are limited in the number of actions they can take 
during a given turn.
Units may Move once and Attack once during their Kingdom’s 
turn, in that order.
Units are unable to Move after they have Attacked in the same 
turn.

Unit Movement
Be mindful of the Units you command. Some are slow, others are 
fast. Using their various movements effectively against our enemies 
is crucial if we are to be victorious! 
To order a Unit to move, simply move its miniature from its current 
space to the desired location.
Of course, you can only move a Unit to a space that it can reach 
from its initial position.

Unit-to-Unit Combat
Attacking and Defending
The quintessential order for every troop—ttack! 
By giving the command, a Unit can assail an enemy and hopefully, 
defeat them. 
Note that in order for a Unit to Attack another Unit, they must 
be in the same space, unless the Attacking Unit is one capable of 
Ranged combat.
Of course, Units do not just Attack their enemies on a whim and 
suffer the consequences! 
Whenever a Unit is Attacked, they will automatically attempt to 
Defend the Attack.

Specials
As I mentioned, some Units are capable of special feats on the 
battlefield! Some of them are Offensive and some are Defensive, so 
be sure to study your Units and the Units of your enemies carefully. 
You never know when a well-timed Special will turn the tables!

Counter-Attacking
Entering into combat with another Unit is not without risk. On top 
of raising the ire of another Leader by Attacking their Units, Units 
are able to Counterattack after Defending.
When deciding to have a Unit Attack another Unit, be sure to 
consider the risk because a failed Attack could end with the death 
of our own Units! 

Ambushes
It is wise to be extra careful when Units from different Kingdoms 
share a space with ours. There is always the chance of an Ambush, 
and we should be ready for it. Of course, this also means that we 
may have an opportunity to execute an Ambush of our own!

Attacking and Defending

To Attack a Unit, roll an Attack die and add the result to 
the Unit’s Attack score.
The Unit being Attacked (the Defender) then rolls a 
Defense die and adds the result to its Defense score.
If the Attacker’s total is higher the Defender’s, the Attack 
is successful.
If the Defender’s total is the same or higher than the 
Attacker’s, the Attack has failed.
When an Attack is successful, the Defender takes the 
number of Damage listed on the Attacker’s card as 
Wounds.
When a Unit has the same number of Wounds as their 
Health, they are immediately removed from play.

The Special Die

Some Units have Specials listed on their Unit Cards that 
allow them to roll the Special die. Each Special will list 
whether the Special die is to be rolled while Attacking 
or Defending.
When rolling the Special die, if the die shows the same 
number of Stars or fewer than those  listed in the Special’s 
description, the Special’s effect immediately takes effect.
A * Special is activated only when the Special die shows a *.
A ** Special is activated when the Special die shows a 
* or **.
A  *** Special is activated when the Special die shows a 
*, **, or ***.

Counter-Attacks

The first time in a Map phase that a Unit that is Attacked, 
they immediately Counterattack.
Counterattacks are resolved like normal Attacks, but do 
not count as a Unit’s Attack for that Map phase.
Units can only Counterattack once per Map phase.

Ambushes

Whenever a Unit leaves a space, every other Unit on that 
space may immediately choose to Ambush them.
Ambushes are resolved like normal Attacks, but do not 
count as a Unit’s Attack for that Map phase.
There is no limit to the number of times a Unit can 
Ambush (or be Ambushed) in a Map phase.



Occupying a Territory

While inside a Territory’s borders, Units may Attack that 
Territory to claim it for their Kingdom. 
This may only be attempted when there are no Units 
controlled by other players present in the space. 
A Unit cannot Attack a Territory if there is Damage 
already dealt to it by another Kingdom.
Attacking a Territory does not require any dice to be 
rolled. The Unit’s Damage is dealt automatically.
If the Territory being attacked has any Garrison tokens 
on it, every 1 point of Damage the Unit deals will remove 
1 Garrison token.
Once there are no Garrison tokens, additional Damage is 
dealt directly to the Territory.
Damage to a Territory is tracked with Kingdom tokens.
Once a Territory has taken 5 Damage, it is claimed by the 
attacking Unit’s Kingdom.
That Kingdom takes the appropriate Territory card and 
the associated Unit cards, and adds the Territory’s Agenda 
cards to their Agenda deck.

Healing Territory Damage

During the World Events phase, any Territory that has 
Damage will remove 1 Kingdom token if the associated 
Kingdom no longer has a Unit on the Territory space.

A Unit’s capabilities are not limited to fighting other Units! 
Indeed, remember well that direct combat is only a means to an 
end, and no Favor is granted simply for killing enemy troops! 
Instead, consider the following commands as well!

Occupying a Territory
The greatest ability our Units have is to extend our influence 
beyond our borders by Occupying Territories. 
When only our Units are within the borders of a Territory, they 
start the process of Occupying that Territory. 
The stronger the Units, the quicker they can Occupy a Territory.
Keep in mind that if a Territory is controlled by another Kingdom, 
we will need to overcome that Kingdom’s defenses to Occupy the 
Territory.

Sacking a Kingdom
While the process is much the same,  opposing Kingdoms cannot 
be Occupied. Instead, they are Sacked.
Sacking an enemy Kingdom comes with many benefits, and being 
Sacked by an enemy presents many drawbacks.
Fortunately, one cannot simply march into an enemy Kingdom.
First, War! must be declared.
Once War! is declared during the World Event phase, Units on 
opposite sides of the War! may now enter each other’s Kingdoms 
in an attempt to Sack them.

Exploring Islands
The history books are filled with accounts of the Islands of Laruna! 
None of the Kingdoms have a strong presence on the Islands, 
making them Resource rich and ripe for the picking!
Of course, traveling to a Port requires spending Gold to find a ship 
that is willing to take the risk. And the farther into unexplored 
territory you want to travel, the steeper the cost.

Discovering a Dimension
Rumor has it that the ancient Gates have come alive! Exploring a 
Gate could lead us to new Dimensions, granting us otherworldly 
knowledge!
Using a Gate requires Magic, with the cost increasing each time 
Gates are used to try to find a new Dimension.

Sacking a Kingdom

After War! has been declared and while inside a 
Kingdom’s borders, Units may Attack that Kingdom in 
an attempt to Sack it. 
This may only be attempted when there are no Units 
controlled by players on the opposite side of a War! card 
(see Declaring War!) present in the space. 
Attacking a Kingdom works the same way as Attacking a 
Territory, with one major exception:
All Units on the same side of a War! card may Attack a 
Kingdom, dealing Damage as normal.
Once a Kingdom has taken 8 Damage, it is Sacked.
That Kingdom takes the Sacked! card and follows its 
instructions.

Exploring Islands

When on a space that has a Port symbol, a Unit may 
spend Gold to explore an Island. After the Gold is paid, 
an Island card is drawn. The Unit then moves from the 
Port space to the newly revealed Island card. This counts 
as that Unit’s Movement for this turn.
Once on the card, the Unit must deal 1 Damage to the 
Island, which puts the Island in control of its Kingdom.
The Unit may move off the Island and back to the same 
Port as their Movement on any subsequent turn. This 
does not cost any Gold.
The cost of Exploring an Island is 2 Gold plus 1 Gold for 
every Island already under that Kingdom’s control.

Stealing an Island

If a Kingdom controls an Island, another player may 
decide to move their Unit onto that Island rather than 
discovering a new Island. If they deal 1 Damage to that 
Island, it comes under their Control.
Garrison rating does not apply to Islands.
Stealing an Island costs the same as Exploring one.

Discovering a Dimension

During the Map phase, a Kingdom may spend Magic to 
discover a Dimension.
This works the same way as Exploring an Island.
The cost of Discovering a Dimension is 2 Magic plus 1 
Magic for every Dimension already under that Kingdom’s 
control.

Stealing a Dimension

Stealing a Dimension works the same way  as Stealing an Island.
Stealing a Dimension costs the same as Discovering one.



Trade Phase
The time has come to negotiate our trade with outsiders!
During this time, we can decide what to offer each of our trade 
partners and what we will request from them. 
When the homeland farms are not enough, let us grab grain from 
a foreign market! If our coffers are full, we can surely make the 
farmers happy to part with their crops. Trade will help us thrive 
and choose who temporarily is thriving along with us.
During their turn, players may negotiate offers with each of their 
trade partners. Once a Resource exchange is agreed upon, it may 
be executed in any order the player desires. 
Resources are exchanged and any profits derived from the trade 
on either side are taken from the Resource pool.

Trading with Neutral Territories

When a Kingdom has a Neutral Trade Route established, 
they may trade any 1 of their resources 1 of a different 
Resources from the general token pool.

Trading with Other Players
During their turn, players may negotiate offers with each 
of their trade partners. Once the resource exchange is 
agreed on, they may be executed in any order the players 
involved desire. 
During the Trade phase, only 1 trade per Trade Route 
can be made.
The amount of Resources that can be exchanged is set by 
the value of the Trade Route being used.

 
Trade Profits

The Banks Kingdom tile, some Agendas, and World 
Events, and other factors can grant a Kingdom Trade 
Profit. 
If a Kingdom currently has a Trade Profit effect, every 
time they complete a turn, they gain the listed amount 
of Gold in addition to the Resource for which they are 
trading. 
This Gold does not come from their trade partner, but 
from the general token pool.

 

Kingdom Tiles and their Effects

Gold Mines
Gold Mines provide the Kingdom with 
Gold when they are worked.

Markets
While they are worked, the Markets allow 
a Kingdom to establish and keep active 
additional Trade Routes.

Banks
When Banks are worked, the amount 
of each Resource the Treasury can hold 
is increased from 5 to 10. Banks also 
allow a Kingdom to earn Gold when they 
complete a trade.

Farms
Farms provide the Kingdom with Food 
when they are worked.

Granary
The Granary provides the Kingdom with 
Food when it is worked.

Irrigation
Irrigation provides the Kingdom with 
Food when it is worked.



Armorer
When worked, the Armorer allows a 
player to place 1 Defense token on a 
number of  Units within their Domain. 
A Defense token increases that Unit’s 
Defense by 1. A Unit may only have 1 
Defense token at a time.

War Room
The War Room increases the number of 
Command tokens a player has available at a 
time. Command tokens do not accrue like other 
Resources. If the number of Command tokens 
a player has available decreases, that player 
must remove a Command token from one of 
their Units.

Smithy
When worked, the Smithy allows a player 
to place 1 Attack token on a number of 
Units (listed on the tile) within their 
Domain. An Attack token increases that 
Unit’s Attack by 1. A Unit may only have 
1 Attack token at a time.

Infirmary
When worked, the Infirmary allows a 
player to remove 1 Wound token from a 
number of  Units within their Domain. 

Sanctuary
When worked, the Sanctuary provides the 
Kingdom with a number of Stability Protection 
tokens. Whenever that Kingdom would lose 
Stability, they discard these tokens first, 
discarding 1 token for every 1 loss of Stability. 
Stability Protection tokens do not accrue, but 
are reset every Kingdom Phase.

Temple
The Temple increases the Kingdom’s 
Favor total when it is worked.

Mana Pools
Mana Pools provide the Kingdom with 
Magic when they are worked.

Libraries
When worked, Libraries increase the 
number of Spell cards a player can draw 
when spending Magic to draw new cards. 
Players may still only keep 2 Spell cards 
in their hand at a time.

Rituals
When it is worked, Rituals allow a player 
to cast additional Spells on their turns.

Patrols
Patrols increase a Kingdom’s Stability by 
1 when they are worked. 
They also allow a player to buy additional 
Population during their turn. The cost of 
doing so is not altered.

Forts
Forts increase a Kingdom’s Garrison 
Rating when they are worked.

Guard Towers
When worked, Guard Towers deal 
Damage to enemy Units within a 
Kingdom’s Domain. The Kingdom 
working Guard Towers chooses which 
Unit(s) will be dealt Damage.

Kingdom Tiles and their Effects


